A new approach to gain scheduling linear dynamic controllers is illustrated on a pitch-axis autopilot design problem. In this application the linear controllers are designed at distinct operating conditions by H-In nity methods. The gain scheduling procedure uses particular features of both the linear dynamic controllers and the controller con guration to remove so-called hidden coupling terms that can occur in scheduled controllers. Potential performance improvement is demonstrated by simulation in comparison to a naive gain scheduled controller that ignores the coupling terms.
Introduction
In recent years there have been several published studies of gain scheduling in control system design. Various theoretical papers have focused on linear-system aspects, 9], 3], scheduling for distributed systems, 1], and on nonlinear-system aspects, 2], 8], 10], 11]. Also there have been several papers focusing on applications of gain scheduling to ight control problems. 4 
], 5], 7]
In this paper we illustrate recent work on a theoretical formulation for gain scheduling in nonlinear control problems by application to an autopilot design. The objective of the theoretical formulation is to establish a framework that will suggest rational procedures for applying gain scheduling, require linear designs at fewer operating conditions, and yield controllers that maintain performance over an operating range. Objectives of the application are to illustrate some important aspects of the theory, and to demonstrate that robust linear control theory in conjunction with a soundly-based gain scheduling approach provides a powerful design tool for nonlinear, high-performance ight control problems.
The theoretical foundation we use begins in the style of 8], though some issues that arise in scheduling dynamic linear controllers as yet have not been treated in suitable generality. The application makes use of a model that has been studied previously in 6] for xed Mach number, and in 7] for the variable-Mach-number case considered here. Namely, the problem is to control a pitch-axis missile model to track commanded normal acceleration by generating a tail de ection. We design a nonlinear controller by scheduling linear H 1 controller designs at four constant operating conditions (equilibria) bounding the operating range. That is, the linear designs are based on linearization of the missile model at four distinct operating conditions, and application of an H 1 software design tool to calculate four respective linear dynamic controllers such that the performance goals are met.
Missile Autopilot Problem
The pitch-axis model involves angle of attack and pitch rate as described by _ (t) = K M(t)C n (t); (t); M(t)]cos( (t)) + q(t) _ q(t) = K q M 2 (t)C m (t); (t); M(t)] (1) where the aerodynamic coe cients are given by C n ; ; M] = sgn( ) a n j j 3 + b n j j 2 + c n (2 ? 
and the output is normal acceleration, (t) = K z M 2 (t)C n (t); (t); M(t)] (4) The various plant variables are (t), angle of attack in degrees q(t), pitch rate in degrees per second M(t), Mach number c (t), commanded tail de ection angle in degrees (t), actual tail de ection angle in degrees c (t), commanded normal acceleration in g's (t), actual normal acceleration in g's The variables (t) and q(t) are measured variables available for feedback. Mach number M(t) is an exogenous variable to be used for scheduling purposes. The input to the plant is commanded tail de ection c (t).
Further description of various constants in the plant model, including numerical values, are provided in Table A1 . 1 7] We note also that plant linearizations at constant operating conditions in the range to be considered exhibit nonminimum-phase zeros, and for small angle of attack exhibit positive-real-part eigenvalues.
The performance goals for the closed-loop system are as follows.
Maintain robust stability over the operating range speci ed by ( (t); M(t)) such that ?20 o (t) 20 o and 1:5 M(t) 3. Robustness refers to uncertainty in the pitching moment, which will be interpreted as uncertainty in the aerodynamic coe cient C m ; ; M]. The closed-loop system should meet speci cations while the coe cients of the angle-of-attack and tail-de ection portions of C m ; ; M] vary independently by 25%. Track step commands in c (t) with time constant no greater than 0.35 seconds, maximum overshoot no greater than 10%, and steady-state error no greater than 1%. Maintain at least 30dB attenuation at 300 rad/sec for the open-loop transfer function of the linearized system, with the loop opened at the input to the actuator, that is, at c (t). This requirement insures that the autopilot avoids exciting unmodelled structural dynamics. Maximum tail de ection rate for a 1 g step command in c (t) should not exceed 25 deg/sec. 
Linear Controller Design
The family of equilibria (constant operating conditions) for the plant model is computed by setting to zero the left sides of (1) and (3) . It is convenient at the outset to parameterize the solution of the resulting equations in terms of constant values of (t) and M(t), denoted o and M o , respectively. Then the equilibrium values of the remaining variables are easily computed to be
Given any values of o and M o in the operating range, the corresponding linearized plant model can be calculated in the usual fashion. In fact it is not di cult to derive a general expression for the linearized plant, but this is omitted since only the plant linearizations at four distinct operating conditions are used in the design.
The set of operating conditions for which linear controllers are designed correspond to four values of ( o ; M o ): (0; 1:5), (0; 3:0), (20; 1:5), and (20; 3:0) . By symmetry properties of the plant description, these designs also specify linear controllers at (?20; 1:5), and (?20; 3:0) . At each of the four operating points, linear controllers are designed to satisfy the performance goals for the corresponding linearized plant. The H 1 synthesis model is shown in Figure 1 , where various signals are deviations from equilibrium values.
The 4 1 exogenous input vector w(t) includes the commanded normal acceleration w 1 (t), a pitch-rate sensor disturbance w 2 (t) to attenuate controller gain at high frequencies, an accelerometer noise disturbance w 3 (t), and a pitch angular-acceleration disturbance w 4 (t) to force robustness to uncertainty in C m ; ; M]. The 3 1 performance output vector z(t) includes a weighted sensitivity function z 1 (t) given by (using
where k 1 = 2:0 for the Mach 1.5 designs, and k 1 = 4:0 for the Mach 3.0 designs, a weighted tail-de ection rate z 2 (t), and a weighted tail-de ection command z 3 (t).
The 2 1 measured output vector y(t) includes (disturbed) integral tracking error y 1 (t), and (disturbed) pitch rate y 2 (t). The objective of augmenting the plant to include an integrator on the tracking error is to satisfy the steady-state error speci cation for step inputs. This integrator action is then absorbed into the linear controller, where it also provides exibility in the gain-scheduling process to be described.
Finally, the scalar input to the plant u(t), the controller output, is commanded tail de ection. This synthesis model satis es assumptions guaranteeing existence of a stabilizing controller which minimizes an H 1 norm bound on the multivariable transfer function from exogenous input to performance output. 
the gain K, zeros z k , and poles p k of each controller are listed in Table A2 . Selected performance characteristics of the four point designs are summarized in Table A3 . Performance goals, including robustness, are met in each case, though only in small neighborhoods of the respective design operating points. It should be noted that in the course of the linear designs no attempt was made to maximize the acceptable-performance regions, in part to limit controller order. Also the design points were chosen at the boundaries of the operating range in order to focus on the e ectiveness of the scheduling procedure in addressing performance speci cations in the interior of the range. As might be expected, our controller performs acceptably in a region somewhat outside the speci ed operating range.
Gain Scheduling Approach
Although the linear controller design points are described in terms of operating conditions parameterized by angle of attack and Mach number, (t) is not a measured variable and thus cannot be directly used for gain scheduling. An available variable is normal acceleration, (t), and to facilitate scheduling via (t) we reparameterize the operating-condition and linearization data from ( o ; M o ) to ( o ; M o ). Then scheduling of the linear controllers designed at the four distinct operating conditions involves one internal scheduling variable and one exogenous scheduling variable.
Our approach to gain scheduling is a combination of extended linearization ideas in 12], and related gain scheduling ideas in 8], though some new aspects are introduced here. The rst step is interpolation of the linear controllers with respect to o and M o to obtain two continuously-parameterized transfer functions: G o ;M o (s) describing the family of linearized error controllers, and H o ;M o (s) describing the family of linearized pitch-rate controllers. This is accomplished by interpolating the four values for each pole, zero, and numerator gain individually; a process that requires, for example, that the error controller transfer functions at the four operating conditions have the same numerator and denominator degrees, and that the operating conditions be su ciently close that migration of poles and zeros from one to the next is recognizable. only two hidden coupling terms would be possible. Partly for illustrative purposes, and partly to follow typical practice, our linearized plant is based on an assumption of xed M(t) = M o . In any case the issue of hidden coupling terms revolves around the notion that the linearized closed-loop system at any operating condition should precisely match the interconnection of the corresponding linearized plant and linear controller design.
Construction of the gain-scheduled controller proceeds in a manner similar to the theory presented in 12] . However the details di er in several respects, and thus we outline the construction here. Because the two channels of the controller are treated separately { for simplicity, and because di erent features are used to achieve the objectives in the two cases { only the single-input, single-output case need be considered.
Suppose we are given a scalar transfer function family T o ;M o(s) (rational and degree-n in s, with coefcients that are functions of o and M o ) and a speci ed equilibrium-input function u o : R R ! R. The problem is to choose a parameterized realization
such that there exist functions 
If all these requirements are satis ed, then near any constant operating condition (speci ed by o and M o ) the nonlinear system _ x(t) = f(x(t); u(t); (t); M(t)) y(t) = h(x(t); u(t); (t); M(t)) (13) has input-output behavior represented by the corresponding linearized-system transfer function
In particular there are no coupling terms driven by (t) ? o and M(t) ? M o .
Di erentiating (10) with respect to o and M o , and making use of (11) and (12) (15) and (16) 
and an exercise in evaluation and di erentiation of (17) shows that, for any o and M o , (10), (11), and (12) are satis ed if (15) and (16) are satis ed.
It should be noted that the complexity of the conditions (15) and (16), and the possibility of satisfying them, depend on the form chosen for the parameterized realization.
Remark 2 This setup can be compared to a simplistic approach to gain scheduling that we call \naive gain scheduling." Beginning with a parameterized realization (9) for T o ;M o (s), consider the nonlinear system _ x(t) = A( (t); M(t))x(t) + B( (t); M(t))u(t) y(t) = C( (t); M(t))x(t) + D( (t); M(t))u(t)
where the instantaneous values of the scheduling signals substitute for the corresponding parameters in the linear realization. Then with (assuming the indicated invertibility)
it is clear that (10) is satis ed. Furthermore an easy calculation shows that (11) is satis ed. However (12) typically is not satis ed, and the linearization of (18) Computation of pitch-rate and error controllers of the form given in (17). The latter three steps are carried out separately for the pitch-rate and error channels of the overall controller.
Reparameterization of the operating conditions is performed to permit gain scheduling on the measured variable (t). This avoids the problem of generating an estimate for (t) from measured quantities. The reparameterization is performed numerically, and with an abuse of notation we replace the function q o ( o ; M o ) by Three obvious types of model reduction are used to simplify the 7 th -order linear controller transfer functions at each operating condition, while maintaining the original dc-gain. First, in each transfer function one outlying pole is deleted because overall performance is relatively una ected by very fast modes. Second, approximately coincident poles and zeros in each transfer function are cancelled. Third, in both the error and pitch-rate transfer functions two poles and two zeros that do not vary signi cantly from one operating condition to the next are replaced by their average values. These modi cations yield fourth-order linearized controller transfer functions containing an identical second-order factor at each operating condition. The poles and zeros of the model-reduced transfer functions at the four operating conditions are given in Table  A4 . A simulation check shows that the corresponding model-reduced linear controllers also meet performance goals in neighborhoods of the respective operating conditions.
The migration of poles and zeros in each transfer function from one operating condition to another is discernible, and we take an ad-hoc approach to the interpolation. (21) where the four constants a, b, c, and d are determined from the four known values p(0; 1:5), p (9:8; 1:5) , p(0; 3:0), and p(33:0; 3:0), by solving the obvious polynomial interpolation equations.
After the steps described above, it remains to apply the general procedure for constructing a gainscheduled, nonlinear controller corresponding to the second-order, parameterized transfer function components of the pitch-rate and error channels.
Pitch-Rate Controller
Writing the model-reduced, fourth-order parameterized transfer function as a product of a xed-coe cient, unity-dc-gain, second-order transfer function, and a parameterized second-order transfer function 
A straightforward calculation veri es that a solution of (31) is given by
with
Finally the gain-scheduled portion of the pitch-rate controller is speci ed as in (17) 
Implementation of the pitch-rate controller involves implementing a cascade of the second-order nonlinear system described by (34) followed by the second-order linear system described by H 1 (s). O ine calculations required are computation of the coe cients in (23) from the interpolated pole, zero, and gain values of the linear designs, and calculation of the functions q o ( o ; M o ) in (20) and v o ( o ; M o ) from (32). These calculations were performed using a combination of symbolic and numerical computer methods in order to implement the gain scheduled controller in the simulation program.
Error Controller
Computation of the gain-scheduled error controller di ers from computation of the scheduled pitch-rate controller in two respects. First, both the equilibrium input (e(t) = 0) and the equilibrium output Again we separate the parameterized transfer function into a product of a xed, second-order transfer function, including the pole at the origin, preceded by a parameterized second-order transfer function:
The nonlinear, gain-scheduled portion of the error controller determined by G 2 o ;M o(s), with coe cients denoted by a 2 (z; e; ; M) and c 2 (z; e; ; M), then precedes the linear portion of the error controller. The equilibrium input corresponding to G 2 o ;M o(s) is zero, and because of the pole at the origin in G 1 (s) the equilibrium output also must be zero. That is, in the notation of the general procedure in Section 
and all coupling terms are removed. Implementation of the error controller involves implementing the nonlinear system described by (38), followed in cascade by the linear second-order system described by G 1 (s). The o ine calculations required for (38) involve only the interpolated poles, zeros, and gain of G 2 o ;M o(s). 6 Controller Performance A modest recasting of Theorem 2 in 8] shows that under reasonable hypotheses the gain-scheduled controller should perform well for small, su ciently-slowly-varying signals. Evaluation of performance in more demanding situations essentially rests on simulation.
We present selected results from simulation studies to show the performance of our gain-scheduled controller, and to compare to the notion of naive gain scheduling as described in Remark 2. This is not to imply that naive scheduling is typical in practice -rather the comparison is made to focus on the potential impact of hidden coupling terms that undoubtedly have been present in many applications of gain scheduling. The naive controller we use incoporates the same xed second-order subsystems given in Section 5. The nonlinear portion of the pitch-rate channel of the naive controller is described by (18) 
Note that (34) and (39) Of course the appearance of hidden coupling terms is not independent of the equilibrium family of the controller.) For the nonlinear portion of the error channel, the naive controller speci ed by (18) and (37) is identical to (38), since both the equilibrium input and output families are identically zero. While Mach number is an exogenous scheduling signal in the design, for simulation purposes it is generated by _ M(t) = 1 v s ?j (t)j sin j (t)j + A x M 2 (t)cos (t) ;
in order to provide a reasonably realistic Mach pro le. Response (t) of the closed-loop system with our controller to a series of step commands c (t), and the corresponding variations in Mach number and angle of attack, are shown in Figure 4 . The step commands swing (t) through most of the operating range, ?20 o to 20 o . The responses show that the time-constant, over-shoot, and steady-state-error speci cations are met. In Figure 5 the response shown in Figure 4 is repeated, together with the response provided by naive gain scheduling. The overshoot of the naive design in response to large step commands does not meet speci cations..
In Figure 6 we show families of step responses for independent 25% perturbations in the angle-ofattack and tail-de ection components of C m ; ; M]. Robustness properties of the linear designs indeed are inherited by our gain-scheduled controller. Corresponding responses for the naive design are in Figure   7 , though only two responses are shown since two perturbations (angle-of-attack component ?25%, tailde ection component 25%) produced instability.
Linearizing the closed-loop system with our controller in the middle of the operating range, ( o ; M o ) = (10; 2:25), and opening the loop at the actuator input yields the open-loop Bode magnitude plot shown in Figure 8 . This plot indicates that the attenuation requirement of 30 db at 300 rad/sec is satis ed at this point, as indeed it is throughout the operating range.
Finally, tail de ection rate for our controller is shown in Figure 9 for 1 g step inputs with three values of initial Mach: M o = 3:0; 2:0; 1:5. In each case the speci ed rate limit of 25 deg/sec is satis ed.
Conclusions
From an applications viewpoint, we believe this autopilot design illustrates that modern linear control theory and a soundly-based theory of gain scheduling furnish a powerful design approach for nonlinear ight control problems. The H 1 method provides ability to address multi-faceted speci cations, including robustness, in performing the linear controller designs at selected operating conditions. Gain scheduling then addresses larger-scale nonlinear aspects of the problem in such a way that performance features of the linear controllers are inherited by the gain-scheduled nonlinear controller.
It is important to note that an analytical, nonlinear model of the plant is not required to apply our approach. What is required are analytical functions that describe the constant operating point family, and the abilty to compute plant linearizations at various constant operating points.
From a theoretical viewpoint, we have presented a procedure for gain scheduling linear dynamic controllers based on two primary steps. The rst step is computation of a parameterized linear controller by interpolating poles, zeros, and gains of the distinct-operating-point designs. This provides a criterion for the spacing of design points (recognizability of pole/zero migrations), and a performance check (by analyzing at intermediate operating points the performance of the interpolated linear controller applied to the corresponding linearized plant). The second step is calculation of a nonlinear gain scheduled controller that removes, to the extent possible, so-called hidden coupling terms. These terms prevent the linearized, gain-scheduled system from behaving in accordance with the corresponding interpolated linear controller and linearized plant.
The issue of removing hidden coupling terms in the gain scheduling of linear dynamic controllers apparently has not been addressed in previous literature. In the autopilot design we used characteristics of the linear controller designs, features of the control con guration, and particular realization structures to remove all but one of these terms. The impact on performance can be substantial, as shown by comparison with so-called naive gain scheduling. Work is underway on investigating the issue of coupling-term removal in an appropriately general setting. Of course another interesting question involves pro table modi cations to the linear design process that would enhance performance of the eventual gain scheduled system.
There remain a number of limitations in our proposed approach. One involves application of the method in cases where the linear designs are multivariable to an extent that reducing the problem to single-variable controller components is ine cient. Another set of issues involves interpolation of linear controllers. Our choice of interpolation was based on consideration of smoothness and symmetry properties, and simplicity, but is largely ad hoc. Also, the requirement that pole and zero migration be recognizable is potentially a severe limitation, and the application of model reduction techniques prior to interpolation could become an important issue. In short, the entire process of obtaining suitable parameterized linear controllers on which to base the gain scheduling needs further work. Step responses comparing our controller to the naive controller. Step responses with naive controller and perturbed C m (omitting two unstable cases). 
